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INTRODUCTION
When most come to look at these alternative health and healing modalities, it is usually not a matter of simple
curiosity, but rather a matter of severe necessity, usually when matters of health had not been successfully
addressed and health has downwardly cascaded as a result. Many have already exhausted conventional
channels and resources while still others are learning as they proceed, taking an active part in their health and
wellness strategies and decisions.
When most begin to learning and educate themselves of these emerging technologies, usually their primary
source of info is via the internet's World Wide Web and many well-meaning websites dedicated (usually) to
selling a particular product. Others are fortunate to find mentors, be it a friend or professional, that have
already begun to separate and sort out the meaningful content from the nonsense.
Many extol the virtues of researchers such as Royal Raymond Rife, Hudla Clark, Bob Beck, Robert Becker, Linus
Pauling, George Crile, Cyril Smith and of course many others, but few actually discuss the biological or physical
mechanism of the technology except in the simplest of forms. Of the very few that attempt to do so,
the explanations are often so over-simplified as to be wrong and possibly even misleading. For some, it is
ignorance, for most it is simply a repeating of information acquired elsewhere and the cycle of misinformation
continues. We have never witnessed this to be a malicious act but rather one of not having the time, resources
or background to be able to appropriately correlate and coordinate the information in a usable manner while at
the same time focusing on producing a viable product or tool for appropriate related use.
In the late 1800s, the famed Nikola Tesla, implied that the electro-therapeutic technology could only develop
once the physician and the "electrician" worked together. This was a clear and concise statement that
apparently neither side of the technology really understood, as in the 100+ years since, there still seems to be
little general understanding between the parties of somewhat isolated fields that in actuality have so much to
offer each other. Tesla was right then and his words remain as valid today as they did in the 1890's.
However, despite today's regulatory and social wedges that often keep them apart, pioneers within these once
separate groups are now most definitely collaborating, exchanging information and educating each other in
other's technical fields enough that they may assist one another to provide and document innovative solutions
to today’s worst problems.
The ELECTRIC HUMAN hopes to provide the beginning resources, the “seeds” for those desiring honest, logical,
and practical information in a relatively easy format for readers to correlate to their unique needs and to expand
upon this technology of the future.
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